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Instructions 
 

1. Score Smoky Slate cardstock in 
half at 4” on the long side.  Then 
score from the bottom corner left 
and bottom right corner up to the 
middle score line. 

2. Score the Pool Party cardstock in 
half diagonally. 

3. Cut the Whisper White 3 ¾ “ 
square piece in half diagonally. Cut 
the Foxy DSP in half diagonally. 

4. Fold cardstock on the score lines 
(all mountain folds). 

Supplies (order here) 
 
Stamps: 
141549 Foxy Friends Photopolymer  
 
Paper:  
100730 Whisper White (3 ¾” x 3 3 ¾”)  
100730 Whisper White 3” x 3”; scrap 
131202 Smoky Slate Cake (8” x 4”)  
122924 Pool Party (4” x 5”)  
141637 A Little Foxy Designer Series Paper Stack  
             (3 ¾ x 3 ¾”) 

 
Ink: 
126983  Calypso Coral  
140931  Basic Black  
126982  Pool Party  

 
Accessories: 
143263 Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine 
122334 Simply Scored Scoring Tool 
141470 Fox Builder Punch  
141705 Layering Circles Framelits 
104430 Stampin' Dimensionals  
104332 Snail Permanent Adhesive  
 
Other: 
 Velcro dots 
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5. On the mountain fold side of the Pool Party square, stamp the mushrooms with Pool Party ink.  
TIP: Put all 3 mushrooms stamps on one block.    

6. From the 3 x 3” piece of Whisper White cardstock, cut out a white circle out with the circle die 
that is about 2.5” in diameter, on the Big Shot. 

7. Stamp the fox with Calypso Coral ink 
on the circle. 

8. Stamp the fox again on the scrap 
piece of white and punch it out with 
the Fox Builder punch. 

9. Stamp the fox's face (on the punched 
out face) and legs (on the circle) with 
Basic Black ink. 

10. Attach the fox’s face to the stamped 
fox image with dimensionals. 

11. Attach the Pool Party square to the 
Smoky Slate card base as shown.  
Match the mountain folds.   

12. Attach the white triangles on the inside 
of the card. 

13. Working on the inside of the card, close up the right panel of the smoky slate piece and then 
place both parts of a velcro dot on 
the upper left panel.  Close the card 
to transfer the velcro dot.  Open 
again carefully to separate the 
velcro.  TIP: You can get small flat 
Velcro dots in the sewing section at 
Michaels. 

14. Add the designer paper to the 
outside panels. Any of the paper in 
this stack works!  But try it first so 
that the orientation makes sense 
(you don’t want upside down foxes!) 

15. Attach the stamped fox, with 
dimensionals, to the stamped Pool 
Party side of the tripod. 

16. This card can be mailed flat by 
folding the Smoky Slate piece in half 
on the score line and it will fit into a standard Stampin’ Up! Envelope. 
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